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The New Jersey EMS Task Force is a statewide organization of topline EMS providers from career and
volunteer services, hospital-based advance life support operations, and communications teams, who
respond to large-scale man-made disasters, natural catastrophes, and provides support for pre-planned
events. The NJEMSTF was formed in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Recognizing a mission-critical
need, EMS leaders from around New Jersey gathered to develop a plan for an organization to train for
and coordinate a statewide EMS response to a disaster of any kind. Today, the NJEMSTF represents more
than 250 EMS providers throughout the state, and has equipment, vehicles and medical assets
strategically placed for rapid deployment to any emergency. The NJEMSTF has served as the model for
similar organizations around the country.
In 2020, the NJEMSTF was re-organized into a 501c3 non-profit under the leadership of a Board of
Directors that oversees the organization’s roles and responsibilities. The NJEMSTF operates on funding
from grants, donations and the New Jersey Department of Health.
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The team accomplishes preparedness activities through a number of initiatives:




Focusing on areas of specialization to support EMS operations
Planning, Preparedness and Response
Grant Management and Equipment Acquisition

Image description: Contributing sectors of the emergency medical services system. SOURCE: IOM, 2007
In a pivotal report from the Institutes of Medicine, they defined EMS as the cross section of public
health, public safety, and healthcare delivery (usually emergency medicine). The NJEMSTF services touch
on all of these vital services for the residents of New Jersey. During times of our deployments, our
services improve the infrastructure and serve as an important underpinning to sustaining services in
time of crisis. The residents of New Jersey have been better protected due to the services provided by
the NJEMSTF.

The following are some highlights of activities that took place in 2020.

National Ambulance Contract - COVID 19 Response
During the peak of the COVID-19
pandemic, jurisdictions in northeastern
New Jersey were suddenly overwhelmed
with historic-level 9-1-1 EMS call volume.
Staffing shortages because of COVID
sickness and exposures further strained
the EMS system. The NJEMSTF, under the
direction of the NJDOH, coordinated the
FEMA Mutual Aid response. A base camp
was established at the Meadowlands
Complex in East Rutherford, adjacent to
MetLife Stadium where the NJEMSTF
assisted with coordination of staging and
deployment of emergency resources to
the impacted jurisdiction. For six weeks more than 800 EMTs and paramedics, 175 ambulances
and everything needed to support that operation from almost every state in America arrived at
the EMS Base Camp. These resources worked in New Jersey’s cities and towns answering nearly
12,000 9-1-1 calls, providing desperate assistance to the citizens of New Jersey.

Pandemic initial response supporting Community Based Testing Centers
Starting early in the New Jersey response to the COVID–19 pandemic, the NJEMSTF was
requested to assist our partners at the New Jersey Department of Health, the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, the New Jersey State Police and the United States Public
Health Service with supporting the Community
Based Testing Centers (CBTCs). The NJEMSTF was
able to provide logistical assistance to both
statewide locations: the Bergen County Community
College in Paramus (Bergen County) and the PNC
Bank Performing Arts Center in Holmdel
(Monmouth County). The NJEMSTF supplied each
location with personnel to support a variety of
logistics missions needed to run each site. These
daily operations began in March of 2020 and ran
until June 30, 2020.

Nursing Home Evacuation Response during COVID-19
In March of 2020, New
Jersey was seeing an
enormous surge of COVID19 confirmed and probable
patients. Many nursing
homes and healthcare
facilities were overwhelmed
with critical patients, lack of
personal protective
equipment, and staff
illnesses. When St. Joseph’s
Nursing Home in
Woodbridge NJ was in need,
the NJEMSTF was called in
to assist by the Middlesex
County Office of Emergency Management, which was assigned the task of evacuating the
facility by the NJ DOH. The NJEMSTF deployed a strike team of six Medical Ambulance Busses to
safely and effectively transport the residents to a new facility. The NJEMSTF also deployed
incident support staff to the sending and receiving facilities to ensure a smooth transition of
patient care. NJEMSTF members suited up in personal protective equipment (PPE), supplied by
Middlesex County HazMat and relocated 76 residents to an alternative facility in Morris County.

Visiting Nurses Association of Central New Jersey Partnership
In October of 2020, the NJEMSTF was approached by the CEO of the Visiting Nurses Association
of Central Jersey (VNANJ) to assist in the development of a comprehensive concept of
operations plan for vaccine distribution. Since its implementation, the NJEMSTF has supported
a number of vaccination sites by providing EMT observers for the CDC recommended 15-minute
observation time frame after the vaccine; Paramedics to act as vaccinators under the NJDOH
waiver; and scribes to enter and maintain all the data entered into the state system. We are
currently in discussions with the VNANJ to increase our capabilities and expand into a mobile
vaccination unit that will serve various communities.

Planning and Preparedness
This NJEMSTF serves as the project manager for major regional and statewide EMS planning
initiatives bringing together EMS leaders and other stakeholders from the municipal, county,
state, federal and private industry sides.
State of New Jersey, Staging Area
Management Plan
This plan defines specific, preidentified locations that have been
designated as EMS staging areas
and may be activated for
preplanned and emergent largescale events. The plan also gives an
overview of the staging process and
the resources and trained personnel
the NJEMSTF offers to support the
plan.

State of New Jersey, Ambulance Strike
Team/Task Force Deployment Strategy
The purpose of this plan is to provide guidelines
to be implemented to more efficiently manage
large numbers of EMS resources on a
catastrophic event, disaster, or large-scale preplanned event. This plan outlines such topics as
Strike Team / Task Force configurations and
leader qualifications, initial response
communications, documentation, mobilization,
and demobilization.

State of New Jersey, Emergency Management Assistance Compact and National Ambulance
Contract Plan for EMS
EMAC is a unified mutual aid system for
the nation that coordinates with
partners at all levels of government. This
plan defines standard operating
procedures which will be enacted upon
when EMAC requests for EMS are made.
This plan cover situations in which New
Jersey EMS assets are deployed out of
state or out of state EMS resources are
requested into New Jersey and includes
utilization of the National Ambulance
Contract from the Federal Emergency
Management Administration (FEMA).

State of New Jersey, Pandemic Influenza Plan for EMS

The purpose of this plan is to provide flexible guidelines for Emergency Medical Services
agencies and the NJ Department of Health as healthcare partners to increase readiness in
response to changes in the phases of Pandemic Influenza as declared by the World Health
Organization. This plan provides a brief overview of the phases and expected actions that
should be taken by the healthcare partners.

State of New Jersey Healthcare Facility Evacuation Plan & Guidance
The purpose of this Emergency
Operations Plan is to set up
guidelines to use when integrating
into a response to manage the
evacuation of hospital or
healthcare facility. This plan
outlines special considerations,
authority, use of Strike
Teams/Task Forces, use of air
medical assets, communications,
and notification for both planned
and no-notice events.

County Office of Emergency Management EMS Coordinators
The backbone of New Jersey’s mutual aid resource coordination is
established by the New Jersey County Office of Emergency Management,
EMS Coordinators. Each of New Jersey’s 21 counties has identified a lead
EMS Coordinator, who assists with resource management when
requesting and supporting mutual aid to an impacted jurisdiction.
The NJEMSTF is partners with the EMS Coordinators, supporting any
request for no-notice emergencies or special event planning and support.

Agudath – Special Event Support, MetLife Stadium
The Thirteen Siyum HaShas of Daf Yomi was held on January 1, 2020 at MetLife Stadium in East
Rutherford, New Jersey. This religious event celebrated the most recent conclusion of Daf Yomi,
the page-a-day program during which Jews worldwide study one Talmud page per day,
completing all 2,711 pages in seven and a half years. Approximately 95,000 people of all ages
added this international event, including more than 1,000 leading rabbis and other
international dignitaries. Under the leadership of the New Jersey Sports and Exhibition
Authority (NJSEA) EMS, the NJEMSTF was requested to support this special event with planning
assistance towards the contribution of the
Incident Action Plan, specialized resources for
mass casualty incident management, and
incident support personnel to assist with
implementing contingency plans, should they
be required. In addition, the NJEMSTF
worked closely with the Bergen County Office
of Emergency Management with
administration of mutual aid and
coordination of resources.
The NJEMSTF regularly supports high-profile
special events for the NJSEA.

NJ, NY, CT Regional EMS Task Force Preparedness Group
The NJEMSTF co-chairs the NJ/NY/CT Regional EMS Task Force Preparedness Group. This group
comes together when a disaster has the potential to impact the greater NYC-Metro region,
which includes New Jersey. Representatives from each EMS jurisdiction in the region (New
Jersey, New York, and Connecticut) participate in this group.
The group shares jurisdictional information, plans, resources, and other items to support each
other in the event of a disaster or high-profile special event.
In addition, the group serves as a coordination point for the region’s Medical Ambulance Bus
Fleet.

The “fleet” is a combination of 22 Medical Ambulance Buses (from New Jersey and New York)
that culminate together to respond to large scale and high impact events and serve as a force
multiplier, potentially being able to transport more than 500 patients in one single convoy.

The group was activated numerous times during the COVID-19 pandemic and civil unrest
emergencies that took place over the summer of 2020.

Federal Bureau of Investigation
The NJEMSTF is a partner with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), supporting the
organization with EMS preparedness guidance when dealing with high profile events.

New Applications / Members / Host Agencies
Beginning in August of 2020, the NJEMSTF began the process of having all existing members
reapply to the team under the new nonprofit organization. In doing so, the team was able to reenlist all its existing active members and bring on new interested parties. Members are
sponsored through Host Agencies, of which, provide administrative support those individuals.
Currently, the NJEMSTF maintains 251 active members sponsored by more than 50 host
agencies.

NJEMSTF Modules (Areas of Specialization)
The NJEMSTF operates as a modular organization. Members can be assigned to any of the
current 10 modules within the Task Force. A module manager, along with assistants, oversee
each module. The modules and staff are as follows:


Planning
The NJEMSTF Planning Module is comprised of planning specialists, who fulfil many
roles. During incidents, the planning specialists will fill the role of the Planning Section
Chief and Deputy Section Chief and then all of the subsequent roles such as Resource
Unit Leader, Documentation Unit Leader, and Situation Unit Leader. The NJEMSTF
Planning Module also contains the Multi Agency Coordination Group. The MACG is the
incident management team of the task force, tasked with ensuring all the resources are
organized and where they are supposed to be and at the right time.



Staging
The Staging Module and the staging specialists are tasked with check in of personnel
and resources at any incident or event. They ensure all vehicles are appropriately
staffed and equipped to respond to emergencies and disasters. Once the incident is
ending, the staging module also facilitates check out of all resources.



Helibase
The Helibase modules top mission is the safety of all air assets in the air and once they
land at the designated helibase. They will request and manage all incoming aircraft and
coordinate directly with the statewide medevac dispatchers in REMCS.



Logistics
The Logistics Module ensures the overall deploy ability of the NJEMSTF. They are
responsibility for product evaluation, procurement, testing, training, maintenance and
deployment of all task force assets and equipment.



Safety
The Safety Module of the NJEMSTF is responsible for the overall health and wellbeing of
the team. The safety module members and leadership collaborate with task force
leadership and fulfil the role of safety officer when on missions. The safety module
ensures proper safety measures are taken and all members have adequate personal
protective equipment. Along with the training module they ensure all members are fit
tested in accordance with our respiratory protection plan.



Finance and Administration
The Finance and Administration Module handles the day-to-day finance of the task
force, working alongside the board of directors.



Medical Operations
The Medical Operations Module supplies highly trained Emergency Medical Technicians
and Paramedics to the scene of a disaster or emergency. During pre-planned events
these medical providers staff aid-stations and clinics to treat patients suffering from
medical emergencies.



HazTac
The HazTac Module Maintains all Hazardous Materials Medical and decontamination
equipment. They are highly trained in all areas of HazMat response operations. They
respond and provide various services to large-scale hazardous materials incidents to
include; medical monitoring and decontamination.



Training
The Training Module is responsible for tracking all certifications of the NJEMSTF
members. They also develop training plans and classes that are needed to ensure the
high quality of our members. Along with training our members, the training module also
provides training to the community in bleeding control, CPR, and other various classes.



Communications and Technology
The Communications and Technology ensures state-wide interoperability
communications for any missions. They maintain all NJEMSTF radios and other various
communication and technology, like Satellite Phones, Broad Area Global Networks
(BGAN), phones, and laptop computers. They also maintain all software used by the task
force.



Incident Support Team
Compromised of full-time staff planners, leaders, and module managers, this group
forward deploys to the scene of an emergency event and integrates with local officials
offering support to any operation.

Supporting the Healthcare Coalitions
In accordance with 2020 Healthcare Preparedness Grant deliverables, the NJEMSTF has
partnered with the New Jersey Hospital Association (NJHA) and the Regional Healthcare
Coalitions (RHCC) during the COVID-19 response to provide the best care and service to the
communities we serve. The RHCCs provide a centralized platform for healthcare organizations
and emergency management agencies throughout the state to share ideas, best practices, and
attain situational awareness. The NJEMSTF attends weekly RHCC touchpoint meetings with all
four regional coalitions. During the weekly brief outs, the NJEMSTF updates the membership
with our ongoing operational response activities, provides the current status of our resources,
and provide additional information and/or feedback to the relevant agenda items. In addition,
RHCC members are provided access to our 24/7 virtual MACS (Multi-Agency Coordination
System) should an immediate, no-notice threat arise that overwhelms local capabilities, and
requires additional resources or personnel.
During the 2020 HPP funding year, The NJEMSTF project managed a statewide Emerging
Infectious Disease (EID) Surge Annex. As such, our partnership with the RHCC has provided
direct access to a network of subject matter experts (SME), who assisted with this process. The
NJEMSTF hosted weekly planning meetings with SMEs to create the plan and assure we are
doing our best to mitigate against the ongoing, as well as any future pandemic.
Ultimately the partnership has provided a direct measurable benefit to all organizations and
allowed each to expand our roll in the COVID-19 response and assure we are providing a highquality service to the communities we service.

Full Time Employees – State Planners
In June 2020, the NJEMSTF was awarded grant funds through the Hospital Preparedness
Program (HPP) and CARES Act to strengthen the state’s ability to respond to the ongoing
pandemic. As such, the NJEMSTF has partnered with three regional hospital systems, University
Hospital, RWJBarnabas Health and Atlanticare, through a professional services agreement to
provide four full-time employees, known as State Planners. The State Planners report to the
NJEMSTF Board of Directors.

Multi-Agency Coordination Group
The NJ EMS Task Force Planning Group engaged early in the year with activation of the NJ EMS
Multi-Agency Coordination Group, to help receive, organize, track and disperse EMS resources
when needed in communities, mostly in Northern NJ. County and Local OEM Coordinators
entered resource requests into the State system, eTeams, which were then directed by NJ

Department of Health to the MACGp. Working in conjunction with the Staging Module set up
at MetLife Regional Staging in East Rutherford, National Ambulance Contract units were able to
be coordinated to meet the requests identified in a daily Incident Action Plan written by the
MACGp, approved by the IC and distributed. Daily Situation Reports were also distributed
through this group.
The MACGP also was on standby for the Agudath event, with one member assigned at MetLife
in the State's AHIMT, as well as several smaller events throughout the year. Late in the year the
MACGp began planning and supporting a vaccine program in partnership with the Visiting
Nurses Association of Central NJ.
Depending on the situation, the MACGP is managed either in a virtual or physical location, with
a MAC Group Supervisor, Resource Unit Leader, Situation Unit Leader, Documentation Unit
Leader, Planning Specialists and GIS when needed.

Acquisition of PPE in the early stages of the pandemic
The NJ EMS Task Force Logistics and Leadership teams identified the shortfalls of getting the
appropriate level of PPE for EMS in the state.
Our Task Force Logistics group worked with contacts from federal partners, US Health and
Human Services (HHS) and FEMA.
-

Four (4) Resource Request Forms (RRF) submitted on behalf of EMS in all 21 Counties
o Requested 500,000 N95 Masks
o Requested 500,000 Gowns / Coveralls
o Requested 500,000 Face shields / googles
o Requested 500,000 Gloves
 125,000 Small
 125,000 Medium
 125,000 Large
 125,000 XL

Weeks after, 10 tractor trailer loads arrived. The Task Force Logistics group with the support of
local and county OEMs set up a point of distribution where County OEM EMS staff were able to
pick up allocated supplies.

Acquisition of CARES Equipment
The NJ EMS Task Force received a $6.5 million
grant to support EMS response to the pandemic.
The Task Force Logistics and Leadership teams
worked to identify critical needs to prepare for
activities towards the pandemic response.
Equipment issued to County OEM EMS
Coordinators
-

-

-

-

TSI Porta Count Fit Test System (quantitative)
o Fit test EMS members with full face or
half face respiratory protection
Cases of 3M Fit Test Kits (qualitative)
o Fit test EMS members for N95 / P100
type respiratory protection
Portable Electrostatic Spray Kit with
Disinfectant Solution
o To support decontamination efforts for
ambulances, equipment, squad building, and anything that may have been
contaminated with COVID-19.
Small and Large Ultraviolet Lights
o These lights are to support UV decontamination in ambulances or quarters to
add an additional level of cleaning.

Gatekeeper System
-

-

-

The Gatekeeper System is our Western Shelter tent structures that we can deploy
virtually anywhere. These systems are used for
hospital surge, field hospitals, base of operations,
command / control, isolations units, and much
more.
This project allowed us to expand and replace end
of life equipment to enhance our capabilities to
respond and support EMS and acute care hospitals
during pandemic / disaster events. This system
brings all of the structures and site management
equipment to set up wherever it may be needed
and to operate self-sufficient.
All of the items in this project are to be in three
box tucks to reduce the time of deployment (North / Central / South)

-

The funds allowed us to obtain the following:
o Ten (10) GK1935 Tents (19’ wide X 35’ long)
o Three (3) Gk20 Tens (20’ round)
o Three (3) Hygiene Centers (water handling / bathrooms / handwashing skinks /
showers)
o Thirteen (13) 2.5 Ton Portable
HVACs (heat and AC)
o Thirteen (13) Multi Fuel Heaters
o Three (3) 70kW Towable
Generators
o Three (3) Custom Built Box
Trucks with Lift Gate
o Electrical Distribution
Equipment (power distribution
panels, cabling, splitter boxes)

DLX Drive Through Tent System
-

-

-

The need was identified for a mobile drive through testing / vaccination system that can
be deployed to support local, county, state, and/or federal sites throughout NJ. The
EMS Task Force worked with Deployed Logix to obtain this system.
Total of 40 lanes of tent structure.
The system can be customized in many configurations to meet the needs of any site.
From a little as two lanes all the way up to 40 lanes.
Center “hub” can be completely climate
controlled (heat/AC) and can be outfitted with
lighting and electrical outlet.
To transport they system
o Two (2) Peterbilt Flatbed Trucks

Site Support Units (Mobile Testing / Mobile Vaccination)

-

This project comes from lessons
learned from our initial support of the
State/Federal run testing sites. During
those operations, we identified a number
of items that we lacked to support these
types of operations.
Two (2) Freightliner Sprinter Vans to
be used for mobile testing / vaccinations,
and/or transporting staff / supplies to
and from sites.
Having the Site Support Units will
give us the capability to deploy the trailer to any operation where the below site
management items will be needed.
The four (4) units are assigned to host agencies that covers all regions of the State.
Each Site Support Unit is equipped with the following.
o Enclosed trailer
o Refrigerator / Freezer
o Tables / Chairs
o 200 Traffic Cones
o 10’x20’ EzUp Tents
o Electric cooler / freezers (vaccine / test specimen storage)
o Printer / Copier / Scanners
o Portable LED Message Boards
o 2200w and 15kW Portable Generators
o LED Power Moon Site Lighting
o Diesel Radiant Heaters

Special Operations Vehicles (SOVs)
-

-

The SOVs are units that are designed
and equipped to support all missions of
the NJ EMS Task Force. Their primary
purpose is logistics support.
We were able to obtain three (3) new
vehicles (North / Central / South) All
equipment on the trucks will be moved
over from the old units and from other
funding sources.

-

SOVs carry all the support equipment to establish a base of operations working with the
Gatekeeper Trucks and DLX Drive Thru System.
Each truck has the following.
o Generators (On board and portable)
o Scene lighting / tent lighting
o Electrical management equipment (power distribution panels / cables /
extension cords)
o Water handling equipment (pumps / water bladders / water purification units)
o Spare tent system parts
o Hand tools / power tools
o High wind tie down kits for tent systems
o Tables / chairs
o Command / ICS equipment
o Waste management supplies
o Rapid deployment tents
o Fuel management equipment

Oxygen Generation Units
-

-

During the peak of the pandemic, it was clear for the need of additional mobile oxygen
generation units.
After Super Storm Sandy the UASI EMS Subcommittee saw a need to be able to
generate and fill oxygen for EMS when the supply chain is interrupted due to disaster.
With Homeland Security Grant funds, the region developed a trailer based oxygen
system that utilizes a MOGS-100 system and a cascade of 20 “H” tanks that can fill
ambulances in need or to supply directly into a healthcare facility. All 9 USAI units were
in operation supporting local, county, and state sites.
The EMS Task Force saw a gap in the Central and Southern part of the State. With
CARES funds we were able to obtain three (3) additional units to support those regions.
There is no liquid oxygen on board the trailer. The system takes the air around the
trailer, runs it through a series of scrubbers expelling all impurities and compress
medical grade oxygen into the onboard cascade system.

EMS Task Force Emergency Response Equipment
Listed below, are examples of our current inventory of emergency response equipment.
Mass Care Response Units (MCRU) 50 and 100 Patient
-

Seven (7) 100 Patient Units Statewide
Five (5) 50 Patient Units Statewide

-

These units carry medical / trauma supplies and patient moving devices to support any
type of MCI or preplanned mass gathering.

Medical Ambulance Buses (MABs)
-

Seventeen (17) Statewide
Each MAB has the ability to transport 18 supine, 32 ambulatory, 15 wheel chairs, or a
combination of those types.
Large onboard oxygen system
Ramp on the rear for ease of loading

Staging Area Management Trailers (SAMTs)
-

Twenty-one (21) Statewide
Trailers are designed to support EMS staging areas with admin supplies and staging
equipment.
Ground ambulances and aeromedical helibase management.

Gatekeeper Trucks / Trailers
-

Three Gatekeeper Trucks (North / Central / South)
Three Gatekeeper Trailers (North / Central / South)
The entire system can support a 180 bed field hospital or a number of other operations
(isolation units / surge units / command and control / staff quarters / temporary
morgue)

ASAP / Gators
-

Twenty (20) ASAPs (all terrain Polaris 6x6 with BLS/ALS capabilities)
Six (6) John Deere Gators (all terrain logistical support units)

Logistics Support Equipment
-

-

Three (3) Logistics Trailers
o Additional tools and site management equipment to support long term
operations.
Seven (7) Towable Generators
o From 45kw to 120kw
One (1) Refrigerated Box Truck
Two (2) Skid Steers (with forklift and bucket attachments)
o Used to load / off load larger EMSTF equipment
o Can clear debris from disaster site to deploy any EMSTF tent systems

